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 Thermodynamic Performance Study on the Novel Efficient Flow Pattern  

Global Construction Evaporator  

 

ABSTRACT 

To improve in-tube evaporation heat transfer at low quality, a novel evaporator based on efficient flow pattern 

global construction heat transfer enhancement mechanism is built, called the efficient flow pattern global 

construction evaporator (EFGE). The numerical analysis and experimental study of the thermodynamic 

performance of the EFGE are performed. Results show that the evaporation heat transfer coefficient (HTC) of the 

EFGE is 0.34–1.04 times that of a common parallel flow evaporator (PFE) and the pressure drop of the EFGE is 

only 80%–116% of that of a common PFE at quality 0.9. The theoretical nonuniformity of the evaporation HTC 

between low- and high-quality flow is approximately 12%–67%, which 55%–72% of the pressure drop. The 

numerical analysis results are in good agreement with the finding that the EFGE has better thermodynamic 

performance than the PFE in terms of friction power reduction and minimum entropy generation number. 

Keywords heat transfer enhancement, full nucleate boiling, numerical analysis, thermodynamic performance, 

efficient flow pattern global construction evaporator  

NONMENCLATURE 

Abbreviation 

EFGE 

 

FPR 

HTC 

Efficient flow pattern global construction  

evaporator 

Friction power ratio 

Heat transfer coefficient 

NS 

PFE 

Minimum entropy generation number 

Parallel flow evaporator 

Symbols 

A 

Cc 

cp 

d 

Heat transfer area (m2) 

Contraction coefficient  

Specific heat capacity (Jkg-1K-1) 

Diameter of tube (mm) 

P′′ 

p △P 

Qe 

Friction power (W) 

Pressure drop (kPa) 

Pressure difference (kPa) 

Heat load (J) 



  

F 

Frm  

f 

G 

h 

hc  

Ilv 

K 

L 

m 

N 

Convective enhancement factor  

Froude number  

Friction factor 

Mass flux (kgm-2s-1) 

Heat transfer coefficient (Wm-2K-1) 

Convective effects 

Specific enthalpy(Jkg-1) 

Thermal conductivity (Wm-1k-1) 

Total tube length (m)  

Mass flow rate (kgs-1) 

Tube number 

S 

Su 

T 

V 

X 

x 

α 

ρ 

μ 

σ 

Entropy (WK-1) 

Nucleate boiling suppression factor 

Thermodynamic temperature (K) 

Volume flow rate (m3s-1) 

Lockhart–Martinelli parameter 

Vapor quality 

Void fraction 

Density (kgm-3) 

Dynamic viscosity(Nsm-2） 

Surface tension (Nm-1) 

Subscripts 

a;r 

HF; LF 

i 

in ; out 

m 

Air; Refrigerant 

High quality flow; low quality flow 

In-tube 

Inlet; outlet 

Average 

sat 

tp 

v ; l 

w 

Saturate 

Two phase 

Vapor; Liquid 

Tube wall 

INTRODUCTION 

Evaporator selection is a critical factor for refrigeration system efficiency. Some studies have been conducted to 

search high-efficiency evaporators and explore their thermodynamic performance. In fact, a large pressure drop 

indicates high-efficiency heat transfer. Thus, how to improve heat transfer and reduce pressure drop on 

evaporators are key aspects. Some researchers studied the effect of evaporator structure on evaporation heat 

transfer improvement [1, 2]. Jo et al. [3] investigated evaporation heat transfer characteristics in a novel 

shell-and-plate heat exchanger and indicated that the heat transfer coefficient of the novel shell-and-plate heat 

exchanger is 19% higher than that of the plate heat exchanger and the pressure drop of the former is 7.6% lower 

than that of the latter. Bustamante et al. [4] experimentally studied the thermodynamic performance of different 



  

rectangular tubes at film Reynolds numbers of 48–544; they found that heat transfer coefficient obviously 

improves when the ratio between width and height increases and film breakdown occurs. Li et al. [5] used R134a 

to study the heat  transfer performance of an evaporator without inlet restriction and another with inlet restriction 

The results show that the cooling capacities of the evaporator with inlet restriction is 4.1%–13.3% less than those 

of the evaporator without inlet restriction. 

Some studies on the heat transfer and resistance characteristic of evaporators have been conducted in recent 

years [6-8]. Song et al. [9] investigated the evaporation heat transfer and pressure drop of R-245fa in a shell and 

plate heat exchanger. The study shows that evaporation heat transfer forms a peak area when the quality is 

approximately 0.6–0.9 and presents a new heat transfer correlation with prediction of ±20%, but pressure drop 

increases nearly linearly. Shafaee et al. [10] studied the heat transfer characteristics of corrugated tubes with R-600a at a 

high evaporating temperature (331 K); they found that the heat transfer coefficient at quality of 0.7 is 1.6 times that at a 

quality of 0.6, but the heat transfer coefficient at quality of 0.6 is only 1.2 times that at quality of 0.1. Tang et al. [11] 

experimentally investigated nuclear boiling heat transfer characteristics in novel inter-micro-finned tube with water; 

the results indicate that high-efficiency heat transfer occurs during full nuclear boiling, but heat transfer 

deteriorates rapidly when water undergoes transition boiling. 

Zhong et al. [12] presented a novel efficient flow pattern global construction evaporator. The EFGE adopts short 

tubes in a parallel arrangement and drains gas and some liquid with a quality distributor to form high-quality flow 

during the evaporation process. The EFGE maintains high evaporation heat transfer efficiency in the whole passes. 

Zhong et al. [13] take a preliminary study on heat transfer mechanism and the structure of the EFGE. Currently, the 

numerical analysis and experimental study of the EFGE have not been conducted and are thus the foci of this 

work. 

1. Novel efficient flow pattern global construction evaporator 

1.1  Novel heat transfer enhancement mechanism 

Based on the classical theory of Nakiyama, boiling heat transfer coefficient (HTC) increases slowly before full 

nuclear boiling, but boiling HTC increases rapidly during full nuclear boiling up to film boiling because bubbles 

detach from tube walls and this condition leads to strong destabilization [14]. The high-efficiency heat transfer area 

of boiling in a tube is the high-quality area of approximately 0.70–0.95. In an original flow at a quality 0.3, the 

original flow is separated to a flow with a high quality of approximately 0.8 and a flow with a low quality of 

approximately 0.09, as shown in Fig.1. The HTC of a flow with low quality only decreases slightly, whereas that 

of a flow with high quality increases rapidly. Overall, the boiling HTC of an original low-quality flow can be 

improved obviously. This novel heat transfer enhancement mechanism is called efficient flow pattern global 

construction heat transfer enhancement mechanism. 



  

1.2  Structure of novel evaporator 

Fig.2 is the EFGE based on the efficient flow pattern global construction heat transfer enhancement mechanism. 

The EFGE consists of finned tubes and a pair of headers, and the tubes connect to the headers. The header is set 

with a baffle group in the header at the junction of the front and rear tube, 10 baffle groups are arranged on both 

headers.The evaporators are divided into 11 passes and the baffle groups in 1-9 passes are composed of a 

perforated baffle with conduits and a blind baffle, while the baffle groups in 10-11 passes only include blind 

baffles (no perforated baffle is needed at high quality). The baffle with conduits is called the quality distributor, 

the diameter of the conduit ranges from 3 mm to 5 mm, and the length of the conduit ranges from 5 mm to 25 mm. 

The the quality distributor is set in front of the blind baffle along with the flow, some tubes are arranged between 

both baffles. The tubes are inserted into both headers, and the inlet of the evaporator is set at the bottom. The 

working principle of the header with quality distributors is as follows: After a two-phase refrigerant with low 

quality enters the header, the liquid and vapor flow upward along the header tube, then meets the quality 

distributor. Given that the density of the liquid is much higher than that of the vapor, some liquids cover the baffle 

surface of the quality distributor, and vapor and droplets mostly appear in the space under the liquid layer. The 

liquid layer covering the baffle surface can’t pass the conduits of quality distributor easily. As a result, vapor and 

some liquids will pass the quality distributor, enter the space between the blind baffle and quality distributor, form 

a high-quality flow with a quality of approximately 0.70–0.95, and generate a high-efficiency boiling area. Most 

liquids will enter the heat transfer tubes before the quality distributor because of large gravity and secondary 

circulation, forming a low-quality flow that is close to full saturation. The passes take the same process until the 

quality of flow reaches 0.70–0.95. That is, the passes with quality of 0.70–0.95 are not set quality distributors. 

When high-efficiency boiling areas are formed in all the tube passes, the heat transfer of the EFGE will be 

improved significantly. Notably, the quality distributor used in the EFGE cannot distribute the flow quality 

accurately, and thus test results may deviate from the theoretical suitable quality area (quality of 0.70–0.95). Then, 

the thermodynamic performance of the EFGE with 22 tubes and two tubes per pass is experimental studied. As a 

comparison, a parallel flow evaporator (PFE) with 22 tubes and 11 tube passes is studied. There is no accurate 

theoretical calculation method for perforation and conduit structure of the baffles, the best one from three 

experiential designed samples is selected in the experiment. A PFE has no quality distributor in both headers, that 

is, the EFGE will become the PFE when all the quality distributors are removed directly. Table 1 shows the sizes 

of both evaporators. Fig.3 presents the block diagram of the EFGE and indicates the details in the experiment. 

2. Theoretical method  

2.1 Correlation   

  A classical correlation presented by Kanizawa is employed for the analysis of the effect of efficient flow pattern 



  

global construction heat transfer enhancement mechanism on the EFGE [15]. The correlation is verified that 

predicts HTC accurately [16]. The form is as follows: 

c nbh Fh Sh= +  (1) 

0.67 0.248
0.5 4.33 2

20.0546
l pll v b l v

nb lv b

b l l sat l l

ck d
h I d

d k T k

ρρ ρ ρ
ρ ρ

−          Φ −   = ×                    

 (2) 

where k is thermal conductivity, ɸ is the heat flux, Tsat is the saturation temperature (in Kelvin), ρ is the fluid 

density, μ is the dynamic viscosity, cp is the specific heat at constant pressure, Ilv is the vaporization enthalpy, and 

db is the bubble equilibrium break-off diameter, which is calculated by  

( )0.51 2b l vd gσ ρ ρ= −    (3) 

where σ is the surface tension. The HTC related to the convective effect hc is 

0.8 1/30.023 Re Prl
c l l

k
h

d
= ×  (4) 

where d is the tube diameter, Rel is the liquid Reynolds number, and Prl is the liquid Prandtl number. The liquid 

Reynolds number is given as  

( )1
Rel

l

G x d

µ
−

=  (5) 

The convective enhancement factor F and nucleate boiling suppression factor Su are calculated by   
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The Weber number and the gas velocity are given as  

2u d
We υ υρ

σ
=  (8) 
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  The void fraction α is 
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  The Froude number Frm is 

( )

2

2m

l v

G
Fr

gdρ ρ
=

−
 (11) 

The Lockhart–Martinelli parameter X is given as 

The two-phase Reynolds number and the Bond number are given respectively as 

1.25

tpRe Relo F=  (13) 

( ) 2

l d g
Bd

υρ ρ
σ

−
=  (14) 

Pressure drop is one of the key thermodynamic performance of the evaporator. Given that the frictional 

pressure drop and partial pressure drop are the main factors, the frictional pressure drop correlation by Choi et al. 

[17] and partial pressure drop correlation by Payne et al. [18] are employed in this study. The correlation by Choi is 

given as 

2

21 1 1 1tp

h in out out in

f LG
P G

d ρ ρ ρ ρ
   

∆ = + + −   
   

 (15) 

where the ftp is the friction factor, ρin and ρout are the inlet density and outlet density of the refrigerant, respectively, 

and L is the total tube length. 

  The correlation by Payne et al. [18] consists of a sudden enlargement and sudden contraction sections, which are 

given as 
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where the Cc is contraction coefficient. 

C c
c

A

A
=  (18) 

2.2 Calculation procedure  

Some limitations are given to reduce the thermodynamic performance calculation process of the EFGE properly, 

as follows: 

1. The evaporator is a single row, the tube number is set at 22 for 11 passes. The dimensions of the evaporator are 

listed in Table 1. 

2. R22 is used, the evaporating temperature is assumed to be 280.15 K and the heat load is set at 1.0 kW. 

3. The high-quality flows generated by different quality distributors have the same quality. 

4. The effect of pressure drop difference on the mass flux of different tubes in a pass is neglected.  

The thermodynamic performance prediction method of the EFGE is shown in Fig.4. The main steps of 

thermodynamic performance prediction method are as follows: 

a. Calculation at the first pass: the heat load and inlet vapor quality of pass K=1 are given, and the outlet quality 

of pass K=1 is obtained. Then, the in-tube HTC and pressure drop of pass K=1 are obtained. 

b. Calculation with quality distribution: the different inlet qualities of the high-quality and low-quality flows 

are set, and the HTC and pressure drop of each flow are obtained. Then, the refrigerant properties and mass flux 

of the passes are based on the local. The steps are repeated until all the passes with quality distributions are 

considered. 

c. The weighted average of the evaporation HTC is calculated, and the pressure drop of each pass is added. 

3. Experiments 

3.1 Test apparatus 

Fig.5 shows the evaporator test apparatus. The apparatus consists of two loops: refrigerant circulation and air 

handling. After leaving the compressor, the refrigerant vapor goes through an oil separator and then a condenser. 

Subsequently, the vapor goes through a storage, a sight glass, an electronic flow meter, an expansion, a cooler, a 



  

spiral heating wire, a test evaporator, a superheater with spiral heating wire, and a liquid-vapor separator and 

finally returns to the compressor. The cold source of the cooler comes from the expansion at the bypass, which 

starts from the sight glass and reaches the back of the test evaporator. Refrigerant quality at the inlet of the test 

section can be regulated with a cooler and spiral heating wire, and the refrigerant at the outlet quality of the test 

section can be superheated by the superheater. The tested section is set up in an air channel. The air temperature at 

the inlet of the channel can be regulated with an air handling apparatus. Transducers measure the pressure of the 

refrigerant and that of air, and a platinum resistance thermometer records the temperatures of the refrigerant and 

air. A flow meter measures the air velocity in the air channel after the air flow is balanced through equalization. 

For the measurement of the diabatic temperature of the finned tube wall, 22 thermocouples are set on the finned 

tube walls in the middle of each tube to monitor diabatic wall temperature. Another 22 thermocouples are set on 

the copper tube with thermal insulation material that follow the adiabatic wall temperature of each pass. The 

detailed experimental procedure is as follows: After the test beginning, environment temperature is set at 298.15 

K and self-controlled with an air preparation system. The deviation of the environment temperature is ±0.5 K. The 

frequency changer controls the compressor power. After heat exchange in the condenser, the refrigerant must be in 

full liquid phase in the sight glass. Then, the ultrasonic flowmeter measures the mass flux. By means of the 

expansion opening at main line, the mass flux is set at 340 kgm-2s-1. The expansion using deeper throttling at the 

bypass offers a cold source that cools the refrigerant before the test section. After the expansion opening at the 

bypass and spiral heating wire power at the main line are controlled, the quality at the inlet of the tested 

evaporator can be regulated. By controlling the air mass flux in the air tunnel, the heat load on the tested 

evaporator can be fixed, and the heat load on the test evaporator is obtained by the enthalpy-difference of air. By 

controlling the power of the spiral heating wire before the compressor, suction temperature and suction pressure 

can be regulated as required. When the refrigerant mass flux is 650 kgm-2s-1, compressor power should be added 

by frequency changer, and the expansion opening at the main line and that at the bypass should be regulated 

synergistically. When the test apparatus shows stable operation continuously for 25 min, test data are collected 

and analyzed in real time. Table 2 lists the accuracy of the measuring apparatus, and Table 3 lists the operating 

conditions. 

3.2 Data reduction and uncertainty  

The following equations show the main data reduction and the experiment uncertainty. Transducer propagation 

uncertainty includes type-A and type-B uncertainty. The randomness of the measurements follows type-A, such as 

the wall thickness and tube length measurements, which are measured 20 times repeatedly and took a level of 

confidence of 95% (P=95%). In terms of expanded uncertainty, the coverage factor k=2. All the transducer 

uncertainties are determined through type-B.  

3.2.1 Pressure drop 



  

in outP P P∆ = −  (19) 

The uncertainty of pressure drop is 

( )2 2 2 2( ) ( ) , 95%
in outp P P

in out

P P
U U U P

P P
∆

∂∆ ∂∆
= × + × =

∂ ∂
. (20) 

Thus, the maximum refrigerant pressure drop uncertainty is ±1.66 kPa.  

3.2.2 Heat load 

The heat load of evaporator is calculated by air side, which is 

( )p, in a, in p, out a, oute a aQ V C T C Tρ= −  (21) 

Thus, the uncertainty of heat load is 

( ),

2 22

2 2 2

, ,

, 95%
a a in

e e e
Qe m T Tout

a a in a out

Q Q Q
U U U U P

m T T

   ∂ ∂ ∂ = + + =    ∂ ∂ ∂     

  (22) 

The relative standard uncertainty of Qe is ±1.92%. 

3.2.3 Average refrigerant quality 

The entrance refrigerant quality of evaporator is calculated by  

( ) ( ), , , ,+
in pre lo R l sat v sat l satI Q I I Iχ = − −  (23) 

where Ipre,lo is the enthalpy of refrigerant after the cooler, QR is the heat load on the spiral heating wire, and Iv,sat 

and Il,sat are the enthalpies of the saturation vapor and saturation liquid based on the average boiling temperatures 

of the evaporator, respectively. The refrigerant properties are determined using REFPROP 7.0. 

The outlet quality is calculated by 

( ), ,out e v sat l sat inQ I Iχ χ= − +  (24) 

The average refrigerant quality can be calculated by 

( ) 2
m in outχ χ χ= −

 (25) 

3.2.4 Average heat transfer coefficient 

( ), , ,i m e i r m w mh Q A T T= −  
 

(26) 



  

Thus, the HTC uncertainty is calculated as follows: 

( )
2 2 22

2 2 2 2 , 95%
i r w

i i i i
hi Qe A T T
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h h h h
U U U U U P

Q A T T

      ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= + + + =      ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂      

 (27) 

Finally, the maximum relative uncertainty of the boiling HTC is ±6.8%. 

3.2.5 Friction power reduction 

Friction power reduction (FPR) is used in ranking the thermodynamic performance of the EFGE and PFE, the 

form of the FPR is as follows [19]: 

( ) ( )3'' '' / /EFGE PFE EFGE PFE EFGE PFEP P f f Nu Nu=  (28) 

22f PD LGρ= ∆  (29) 

Thus, the FPR uncertainty is calculated as follows: 

( )
2 22 2

2 2 2 2 , 95%
EFGE FPE EFGE FPEFPR f f Nu Nu

EFGE FPE EFGE FPE

FPR FPR FPR FPR
U U U U U P

f f Nu Nu

      ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= + + + =      ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂      

 (30) 

Finally, the maximum relative uncertainty of the FPR is ±7.9%. 

3.2.6 Minimum entropy generation number 

The minimum entropy generation (NS) proposed by Saechan is also employed to rank the thermodynamic 

performance of the EFGE and the PFE, which is expressed as [20]: 

( ) ( )gen,a gen,r p aNs S S C m= +  (31) 

where Sgen,a is the entropy generation rate on the air side, and Sgen,r is the entropy generation rate on the refrigerant 

side, which is calculated by 

p( ) ( ) ( ) ( )a agen,a a,o a,i a,o a,iS mC ln T T mR ln P P= −  (32) 

gen,r r,out r,inS S S= −  (33) 

Thus, the NS uncertainty is calculated as follows: 

( )
, ,

2 2 2
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gen a gen r aNs S S m

gen a gen r a

Ns Ns Ns
U U U U P

S S m

     ∂ ∂ ∂
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 (34) 

Finally, the maximum relative uncertainty of the NS is±7.3%. 



  

4 Results 

4.1 Theoretical calculation results 

Fig.6 shows the refrigerant mass flux in each pass of the PFE and the EFGE at an inlet mass flux of 340 

kgm-2s-1. The mass fluxes in the tubes of the PFE are constant at each pass. The mass fluxes of the EFGE are 

studied when the inlet quality of the high-quality flow is 0.5, 0.7, or 0.9. From the first pass to the eighth pass, the 

mass flux of the high-quality flow at quality of 0.5 increases 3.9 times, the mass flux of the high-quality flow at 

quality of 0.7 increases 5.3 times, and the mass flux of the high-quality flow at quality of 0.9 increases 6.2 times. 

Conversely, the mass flux of the low-quality flow (quality is set at 0.0%) in each pass decreases continuously. The 

mass flux of the low-quality flow is 2.6–5.9 times that of the high-quality flow at the first pass and is 54.4% less 

than that of the high-quality flow at the eighth pass. From the first pass to the eighth pass, the mass flux of the 

low- and high-quality flows tend to be uniform. The largest mass flux of the low-quality flow at the first pass is 

0.67 times that of the PFE, and the least mass flux of the high-quality flow at the first pass is 24.3% of that of the 

PFE. Thus, the mass flux of the EFGE is nonuniform in few passes but is acceptable from application in most 

passes.   

Fig.7 is the mass flux in each pass of both evaporators at an inlet mass flux of 650 kgm-2s-1. At the first pass, the 

mass flux of low-quality flow is 2.8–6.2 times that of the high-quality flow while the mass flux of low quality 

flow are about 55.6% less than those of the high-quality flow at the eighth pass. The largest mass flux of the low 

quality flow at the first pass is 0.72 times more than that of the PFE, and the least mass flux of the high-quality 

flow at the first pass is 23.5% of that of the PFE. The results show that the uniformity of the mass flux drops 

slightly as the inlet mass flux increases. The reason is that increasing inlet mass flux leads to less uniform heat 

load at different passes.  

  Fig.8 shows the HTC in each pass of the PFE and EFGE at an inlet mass flux of 340 kgm-2s-1. From the first 

pass to the eighth pass, the HTC of the PFE increases slightly. In the ninth pass, the HTC of the PFE starts to 

increases considerably. Given that the average quality is 0.75 at the ninth pass, fully nucleate boiling is maintained 

until the eleventh pass. The HTC of the EFGE with high-quality flow at quality 0.5, 0.7, or 0.9 is studied. From 

the first pass to the eighth pass, the HTC values of the high-quality flow at quality of 0.5 are 0.25–0.44 times and 

those at quality of 0.9 are 1.42–1.98 times those of the PFE. The HTC values of the low-quality flow at quality of 

0.5 are 27%–121% and those at quality of 0.9 are 26%–131% of those of the PFE. However, the average HTC 

values of the high- and low-quality flow at quality of 0.5 are 85%–122% and those at quality of 0.9 are 134%–

204% those of the PFE. The results indicate that a high-quality flow with low quality may drop the HTC of the 

EFGE, but a high-quality flow with high quality, such as 0.9, can improve the HTC of the EFGE. High-quality 

flow heat transfer with fully nucleate boiling occurs at all passes, and thus a considerable amount of refrigerant 



  

shows a high-efficiency boiling heat transfer flow pattern earlier than expected.  

  Fig.9 is the HTC in each pass of the PFE and EFGE at an inlet mass flux of 650 kgm-2s-1. From the first pass to 

the eighth pass, the HTC of the high-quality flow at quality of 0.5 is 0.12–0.37 times and that at quality of 0.9 is 

0.46–0.81 times that of the PFE. The HTC of the low-quality flow at quality of 0.5 are 32%–115% and that at 

quality of 0.9 is 29%–127% that of the PFE. However, the average HTC values of the high- and low-quality flows 

at quality of 0.5 are 85%–114% and those at quality of 0.9 are 138%–189% of those of the PFE. At a high inlet 

mass flux, the rate of increase of the HTC of the EFGE drops slightly. Because with the increasing inlet mass flux, 

more passes of the PFE form high-efficiency boiling heat transfer flow pattern.  

Fig.10 is the pressure drop in each pass of the PFE and the EFGE at inlet mass flux 340 kgm-2s-1. The pressure 

drop of the PFE increases as the pass number increases, so is the EFGE. From the first pass to the fifth pass, the 

high-quality flow pressure drop of the EFGE at quality 0.5 are 0.89 to 1.56 times of those of the PFE, those of the 

high-quality flow at quality 0.9 are 0.65 to 1.31 times. The pressure drop of the low quality flow at quality 0.5 are 

34% to 123% of those of the PFE, while they are 28% to 169% at quality 0.9. It is interesting that the average 

pressure drop of high- and low-quality flows at quality of 0.5 are 94%–106% of those of the PFE, by 80%–116% 

at quality 0.9. The advantage of the average pressure drop for EFGE increases with the number of passes. The 

results indicate that the EFGE with high-quality flow at low quality has a larger average pressure drop than the 

PFE, but the average pressure drop of the EFGE with high-quality flow at high quality has an obvious advantage 

over that of the PFE. Owing to low quality, the mass flux of the low-quality flow is much larger than that of the 

PFE, the shear force between a liquid and a wall is conspicuous, and the mass flux of the high-quality flow is 

larger than that of the PFE at high quality. With increase in the number of passes, the pressure drop difference 

between the high- and low-quality flows drop first and then increases for the EFGE. The reason is the mass flux 

change in the tubes as the number of passes increases.       

Fig.11 shows the pressure drop in each pass of the PFE and EFGE at an inlet mass flux of 650 kgm-2s-1. From 

the first pass to the fifth pass, the high-quality flow pressure drop of the EFGE at quality of 0.5 is 0.71–1.48 times 

and that at quality of 0.9 are 0.52–1.14 times that of the PFE. The pressure drop of the low-quality flow at quality 

of 0.5 is 48%–119% and that at quality of 0.9 is 39%–160% of that of the PFE. The average pressure drop of the 

high- and low-quality flows at quality of 0.5 is 95%–102% of those of the PFE and quality of 0.9 is 77%–108%. 

Compared with the results at a mass flux of 340 kgm-2s-1, the EFGE owns larger advantage on average pressure 

drop than those of the PFE when the mass flux increases. Because the mass flux at large-scale, the effect of the 

mass flux on the pressure drop reduces and the effect of the vapor quality grows.   

4.2 Experimental results 

4.2.1 Heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop 



  

The average HTC and total pressure drop of both evaporators are tested, and the results are used in validating 

the theoretical results. The evaporating temperature is 280.15 K, the average quality is 0.5–0.95, and the inlet 

mass flux is set at 340 and 650 kgm-2s-1. Fig.12 shows the average HTC of both evaporators. At experimental 

mass flux, the average HTC of the PFE increases by 112% when average quality change is 0.5–0.9, but a small 

drop is observed when the average quality continuously increases to 0.95. The average HTC of the EFGE 

increases by 52%–76% when the average quality change is 0.5–0.9. At an average quality of 0.5–0.8, the average 

HTC of the EFGE is 15%–32% higher than that of the PFE, but their peaks are nearly the same at quality of 0.9. 

Owing to the quality distributor, the EFGE achieves the high-efficiency evaporation of high-quality flows, and the 

high-efficiency evaporation of both evaporators have little changes at a high quality (approximately 0.9). When 

the inlet mass flux increases from 340 kgm-2s-1 to 650 kgm-2s-1, the average HTC of the EFGE increases by 19%–

40%. The results indicate that the EFGE can substantially improve the average HTC at a low quality. The growth 

between the tested HTC and the theoretical HTC are similar at quality of 0.5–0.8. However, the values differ 

obviously at quality of 0.8–0.95. At a mass flux of 340 kgm-2s-1, the theoretical HTC provides a maximum 

deviation of ±17.7% to the experimental results. At an inlet mass flux of 650 kgm-2s-1, a maximum deviation of 

±15.6% to the experimental results is obtained. Overall, the heat transfer coefficient correlation by Kanizawa [15] 

accurately predicts the experimental results.  

Fig.13 shows the total pressure drops in both evaporators. These experimental pressure drops verify the 

theoretical pressure drops. At an experimental mass flux, the total pressure drop of the EFGE increase 1.19 times 

when the average quality change ranges from 0.5 to 0.95 and 0.85 times that for the PFE. At average quality of 

0.5, the total pressure drop of the EFGE is 13%–15% lower than those of the PFE but 1%–3% higher than that of 

the PFE at quality of 0.95. The reason may be that the EFGE achieves high- and low-quality flows through quality 

distribution at low quality. The shear force between liquid and vapor is reduced obviously, and difference in shear 

force between the EFGE and PFE is negligible at high quality, but resistance in the quality distributor increases. 

When the inlet mass flux increases from 340 kgm-2s-1 to 650 kgm-2s-1, the total pressure drop of the EFGE 

increases from 50% to 66%. The results indicate that the EFGE can reduce pressure drop at low quality but may 

lead to a large pressure drop at a high-quality area. The growth between the tested pressure drop and theoretical 

pressure drop are similar at inlet mass flux of 340–650 kgm-2s-1, but the deviation becomes large when quality 

increases. At an inlet mass flux of 340 kgm-2s-1, the theoretical pressure drop provides a maximum deviation of 

±15.7% to the experimental results. At an inlet mass flux of 650 kgm-2s-1, a maximum deviation of ±13.1% to the 

experimental results is obtained. The results indicate that the pressure drop calculated by Choi et al. [17] and Payne 

et al. [18] also accurately predicts the experimental results.  

4.2.2 Evaluation 

  Minimum entropy generation number (NS) and friction power reduction (FPR) are used in ranking the 



  

thermodynamic performance of the EFGE and PFE. The thermodynamic performance of the evaporator improves 

with decreasing NS. As shown in Fig.14, the NS of both evaporators increase with quality, and the NS of the 

EFGE is 4%–16% lower than that of the PFE at quality 0.5–0.8 but is 4%–7% higher than that of the PFE at 

quality 0.9–0.95. The reason is that the average HTC of the EFGE is higher than that of the PFE and pressure drop 

of the EFGE is lower than that of the PFE at low quality, but the pressure drop of the EFGE is slightly larger than 

that of the PFE at quality of 0.9–0.95.  

  Fig.15 shows the FPR for both evaporators. When the FPR is less than 1.0, the thermodynamic performance of 

the EFGE is better than that of the PFE. However, the thermodynamic performance of the EFGE is worse than 

that of the PFE, whereas the FPR is more than 1.0. At an inlet mass flux of 340 kgm-2s-1, quality increases from 

0.5 to 0.95, and FPR increases from 0.48 to 0.92. At an inlet mass flux of 650 kgm-2s-1, the FPR increase from 

0.59 to 1.08 with increasing quality. The results of the FPR indicate that the EFGE has better thermodynamic 

performance than the PFE at a large low-quality area, and the thermodynamic performance of the EFGE may be 

worse than that of the PFE when the quality is close to 1.0. The NS and the FPR results indicate that the 

thermodynamic performance of the EFGE is better than that of the PFE only at a large low-quality area and the 

increase in mass flux reduces the thermodynamic performance of the EFGE. 

5. Conclusion 

This study analyzes the thermodynamic performance of a novel efficient flow pattern global construction 

evaporator through numerical and experimental methods. According to the experimental results, minimum 

entropy generation number and friction power reduction are used in ranking the thermodynamic performance of 

the EFGE and PFE. The following conclusions are made: 

1. Compared with the experimental results, the thermodynamic performance prediction by the novel numerical 

method of the EFGE is following well generally. Thus, the method effectively optimizes the structure of the 

EFGE. 

2. The average HTC of the EFGE greatly surpasses that of the PFE at a large low-quality area, and quality 

distribution can enhance evaporation HTC at low quality.  

3. The pressure drop of the EFGE is slightly lower than that of the PFE at a large low-quality area but surpasses 

that of the PFE when the quality is close to saturation. The EFGE cannot reduce pressure drop when the mass flux 

has large-scale increases.  

4. The thermodynamic performance of the EFGE is superior to that of the PFE according to the minimum 

entropy generation number and friction power reduction. However, the thermodynamic performance of the EFGE 

considerably decreases with increasing mass flux and quality. 
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Figures

Figure 1

In an original �ow at a quality 0.3, the original �ow is separated to a �ow with a high quality of
approximately 0.8 and a �ow with a low quality of approximately 0.09, as shown in Fig.1.



Figure 2

Fig.2 is the EFGE based on the e�cient �ow pattern global construction heat transfer enhancement
mechanism

Figure 3

Fig.3 presents the block diagram of the EFGE and indicates the details in the experiment.



Figure 4

Thermodynamic performance prediction method of the EFGE



Figure 5

Fig.5 shows the evaporator test apparatus.

Figure 6



The mass �ux in each pass (Gin=340 kgm-2s-1)

Figure 7

The mass �ux in each pass (Gin=650 kgm-2s-1)



Figure 8

The HTC in each pass (Gin=340 kgm-2s-1)



Figure 9

The HTC in each pass (Gin=650 kgm-2s-1)



Figure 10

The pressure drop in each pass (Gin=340 kgm-2s-1)



Figure 11

The pressure drop in each pass(Gin=650 kgm-2s-1)



Figure 12

The experimental HTC of both evaporators



Figure 13

The experimental pressure drop of both evaporators



Figure 14

The NS of both evaporators



Figure 15

The FPR of both evaporators
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